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The key drivers of currency rates
Currencies move primarily based on supply and demand. That is, on the
most fundamental level, a currency rallies because there is a demand for
that currency. Regardless of whether the demand is for hedging,
speculative, or conversion purposes, true movements are based on the
need for the currency. Currency values decrease when there is excess
supply.
Supply and demand should be the real determinants for predicting future movements.
However, how to predict supply and demand is not as simple as many would think of the
primary factors
afecting supply and demand of currencies are interest rates and the overall strength of the
economy. There are many factors that contribute to the net supply and demand for a currency
and the strength of the economy. Read on to uncover the main drivers that influence the
exchange rates.
The number of economic announcements made each day from around the world can be
intimidating, so we will focus just on the most important ones.

How are they divided
The drivers are divided into three major groups: Geo-political, Economic, and Market Psychology.
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Top 8 key drivers & indicators
In order to save your time on navigating a huge list of different economic indicators we went through
different books of pro traders and compiled a list of the top indicators that have the biggest influence
on currency rates. Here they are:

TOP 8
Unemployment
(NFP or Non Farm
Payroll)
Will US employment
continue to grow?

Interest rates
(FOMC rate
decisions)

Retail sales
Manufacturing
Purchasing
Managers' Index
(PMI)

Inflation
(CPI) Consumer
Price Index

GDP growth

Trade balance
(deficit or surplus)

Stock market
Condition

Key indicators

A closer look at some economical indicators

Central bank Policy
divergence

Trade deficits or
surpluses

The greenback for example is being driven
higher by policy divergence between a Fed
that is still likely to tighten policy (increase
interest rates) in 2017 and central banks in
the U.K., euro zone and Japan that will
expand the money supply.

When a country imports more than it
exports, the trade balance will show a
deficit, which is generally considered
unfavorable. For example, if the U.S. trade
figures show greater imports than exports,
more dollars flow out of the U.S. and the
value of the U.S. currency depreciates.

“The consequence of the ongoing
uncertainty in markets, where we see two of
the big three global central banks still biased
toward additional monetary easing, and
ongoing uncertainty for the U.K., with
potential easing there, is that the dollar is
going to be a beneficiary,” said Jeremy
Stretch, London-based head of
foreign-exchange strategy at CIBC.
After three straight years of gains, strategists
are forecasting the U.S. currency will be a
world beater again in 2017, strengthening
against seven of 10 developed-world peers
by the end of the year, according to the
median estimate in a Bloomberg survey.
That outlook is backed by the Federal
Reserve’s stated intent to continue raising
interest rates while peers in the rest of the
world keep them flat or lower.
"This is the third big dollar rally we’ve had,"
said Marc Chandler, global head of currency
strategy in New York at Brown Brothers
Harriman & Co. "The Obama dollar rally, I
think, was being fueled by the divergence in
monetary policy."

Similarly, if trade figures show an increase in
exports, dollars will flow into the United
States and appreciate the value of the dollar.
From the standpoint of a national economy,
a deficit in and of itself is not necessarily a
bad thing. If the deficit is greater than
market expectations however, it can trigger a
negative price movement.

All traderswill find it
valuable to know when
important economic data
are scheduled for release,
particularly those that will
afect the U.S. dollar. This
is because 90% of all
currency trades are against
the greenback, making
currencies naturally
sensitive to U.S. economic
releases.

Key indicators

A closer look at some indicators

Stock market
conditions
Stock markets have a significant impact on
exchange rate movements because they are a
major place for high-volume currency
movements.
There are times where sentiment in the equity
markets will be the precursor to major moves in
the forex market. If the stock (equity) market is
rising, investment dollars generally come in to
seize the opportunity. Alternatively, falling equity
markets could prompt domestic investors to sell
their shares of local publicly traded firms to take
advantage of investment opportunities abroad.
To understand this further, let's imagine that the
UK economy is booming, and its stock market is
performing well. Meanwhile, in the United States,
a lackluster economy is creating a shortage of
investment opportunities.
In this type of environment U.S. investors will feel
more inclined to sell their U.S. dollars and buy
British pounds to participate in the
outperformance of the UK economy. When they
elect to do so, it results in the outflow of capital
from the United States and the inflow of capital
into the United Kingdom.
From an exchange rate perspective, this would
induce a fall in the USD coupled with a rise in the
GBP, as demand for USD declines and the demand
for GBP increases, translating into strength for the
GBP/USD currency pair.
Even day and swing traders will find it valuable to
keep up with incoming economic reports
from the major economies.

When foreign investors
move their money to a
particular stock (equity)
market, they convert
their capital in a
domestic currency and
push the demand for it
higher, making the
currency appreciate.
When the equity
markets are
experiencing recessions,
however, foreign
investors tend to flee,
thus converting back to
their home currency and
pushing the domestic
currency down.

Key indicators

The most overrated indicator

GDP is no longer a big deal
GDP report has also become one of least
important economic indicators on the U.S.
calendar, as it has led to some of the smallest
relative movements in the EURUSD. One possible
explanation is that GDP is released less frequently
than other data in our study (it comes out
quarterly versus monthly), but in general, the GDP
report is more prone to ambiguity and
misinterpretation.
For example, surging GDP brought about by rising
exports will be positive for the home currency;
however, if GDP growth is a result of inventory
buildup, the effect on the currency may actually
be negative. Also, a large number of the
components that comprise the GDP report are
known in advance of the release.

Most volatile news reports
That traders should follow closely

Volatility and profits in forex are measured in pips. The bigger the volatility
the more pips and money a trader can make from a certain trade. Keep this
chart by your side and make sure to mark these reports in your calendar!

• NFP - Non Farm Payroll. Unemployment indicator, showing if U.S. employment is
growing or not.
• FOMC - decision on the U.S. interest rates.
• Trade Balance - deficit or surplus.
• CPI - Consumer Price Index. Inflation indicator.
• Retail Sales - An estimate of the total sales of goods by all retail establishments in the
U.S. for month prior to the release of the report.

Economic indicators
What you need to know about them
What are Economic Indicators?

Economic indicators are snippets of financial and economic data published regularly by governmental
agencies and the private sector. These statistics help market observers monitor the economy's pulse - so
it's no surprise that they're followed by almost everyone in the financial markets.
With so many people poised to react to the same information, economic indicators have tremendous
potential to generate volume and move prices. It might seem like you need an advanced economics
degree to parse all this data accurately - but in fact traders need only keep a few simple guidelines in mind
when making trading decisions based on this data.

Mark Your Economic Calendars

Watching the economic calendar not only helps you consider trades around these events, it helps explain
otherwise unanticipated price actions during those periods. Consider this scenario: it's Monday morning
and the USD has been falling for 3 weeks, with many traders short USD positions as a result. On Friday,
however, U.S. employment data is scheduled to be released. If that report looks promising, traders may
start unwinding their short positions before Friday, leading to a short-term rally in USD through the week.
Know exactly when each economic indicator will be released. You can find these calendars at the New
York Federal Reserve Bank's site.

What does This Data Mean for the Economy?

You need not understand every nuance of each data release, but you should try to grasp key, large-scale
relationships between reports and what they measure in the economy. For example, you should know
which indicators measure the economy's growth (gross domestic product, or GDP) versus those that
measure inflation (PPI, CPI) or employment strength (non-farm payrolls).

Not All Economic Indicators can Move Markets

The market may pay attention to different indicators under different conditions. That focus can change
over time and from one currency to another. For example, if prices (inflation) are not a crucial issue for a
given country, but its economic growth is problematic, traders may pay less attention to inflation data
and focus on employment data or GDP reports.

Economic indicators
What you need to know about them

Watch for the Unexpected

Often the data itself may not be as important as whether or not it falls within market expectations. If a
given report differs widely and unexpectedly from what economists and market pundits were
anticipating, market volatility and potential trading opportunities may result.
At the same time, be careful of pulling the trigger too quickly when an indicator falls outside expectations.
Each new economic indicator release contains revisions to previously released data. Read more about
this in the next section “Consensus Vs Actual numbers”.

Don't Get Caught Up in Details

While your macroeconomics professor may appreciate all the nuances of an economic report, traders
need to filter data to focus on the numbers that can inform their trading decisions.
For example, many new traders watch the headlines of the employment report, for example, assuming
that new jobs are key to economic growth. That may be true generally, but
in trading terms non-farm
payroll is the figure traders watch most closely and therefore has the biggest impact on markets.
Similarly, PPI measures changes in producer prices generally - but traders tend to watch PPI
excluding
food and energy as a market driver. Food and energy data tend to be much too volatile and subject
to revisions to provide an accurate reading on producer price changes.

There are Two Sides to Every Trade
Just remember that no trader's knowledge can be complete all the time. You might have a great handle
on economic data published in Europe - but there are times when data published in the U.S. or Australia
might have a surprising impact on your currency market. Doing your homework before trading any
currency can help you make better decisions.

Economic indicators
Buy the rumors, sell on the news
This is a common phrase used in the forex market because often times it seems that when a news report
is released, the movement doesn’t match what the report would lead you to believe.
For example, let’s say that the U.S. unemployment rate is expected to increase. Imagine that last month
the unemployment rate was at 8.8% and the consensus for this upcoming report is 9.0%.
With a consensus at 9.0%, it means that all the big market players are anticipating a weaker U.S.
economy, and as a result, a weaker dollar.
So with this anticipation, big market players aren’t going to wait until the report is actually released to
start acting on taking a position. They will go ahead and start selling off their dollars for other currencies
before the actual number is released.
Now let’s say that the actual unemployment rate is released and as expected, it reports 9.0%.
As a retail trader, you see this and think “Okay, this is bad news for the U.S. It’s time to short the dollar!”
However, when you go to your trading platform to start selling the dollar, you see that the markets
aren’t exactly moving in the direction you thought it would. It’s actually moving up! What the heck!
Whyyyyyy??
This is because the big players have already adjusted their positions way before the news report even
came out and may now be taking profits after the run up to the news event.
Now let’s revisit this example, but this time, imagine that the actual report released an unemployment
rate of 8.0%. The market players thought the unemployment rate would rise to 9.0% because of the
consensus, but instead the report showed that the rate actually decreased, showing strength for the
dollar.
What you would see on your charts would be a huge dollar rally across the board because the big
market players didn’t expect this to happen. Now that the report is released and it says something
totally different from what they had anticipated, they are all trying to adjust their positions as fast as
possible.
This would also happen if the actual report released an unemployment rate of 10.0%. The only
difference would be that instead of the dollar rallying, it would drop like a rock!
Since the market consensus was 9.0% but the actual report showed a bigger 10.0% unemployment rate,
the big players would sell off more of their dollars because the U.S. looks a lot weaker now than when
the forecasts were first released.
It’s important to keep track of the market consensus and the actual numbers, you can better gauge
which news reports will actually cause the market to move and in what direction.
Reference: babybips

How Geo-politics affect currency rates

Wars

Natural
disasters

About elections and
continuity

A surprise, strong showing for Sanders
"would have upset markets" by reducing the
likelihood of Clinton becoming the next
president, Lim Say Boon, chief investment
officer at DBS Bank Ltd. in Singapore, wrote
in a report. The Super Tuesday results are
being seen as "an outcome for continuity
over the disruption threatened by Trump
and Sanders," he said. You must remember
that investors hate uncertainty!

Dollar gains as new
Presidents get elected

Dollar gains as Reagan cuts taxes & Fed
raises interest rates. Similar effects have
occured with Clinton and Obama. For Trump
the upward trend was also there due to his
promise to lower taxes and increase
government spending on infrastrucure.

Political
unrest

Elections

Armed conflicts lead to
depreciation

An impending war tends to negatively affect
major currencies. Instability in the world
market prods investors to pull out of their
financial positions, leading to currency
depreciation.

Market psychology

The golden rule of economic indicators
The currency rates ofen start moving even before the actual data
comes out due to forecasts and market sentiment!
Sentiment analysis is a kind of FX analysis that concentrates on indicating and consequently measuring
the overall psychological and emotional state of all participants of the foreign exchange market. This
kind of Forex analysis strives to quantify what percentage of FX market participants are bullish or
bearish, in other words being optimistic or pessimistic.
As already mentioned in the previous section“Concensus Vs Actual numbers” - Markets start moving
from expectations and forecasts that are also available in the economic calendars. If the forecast
promised a positive growth and the actual data comes out even better than forecasted, it amplifies the
rise of the currency even more.

Actual > Forecast = Good for currency

Market Movers

Market Movers
• Smart Money
o Large retail banks (JP Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo, Deutsche Bank, BMO Harris, etc.)
o Hedge funds
o Institutional Traders
o These are the major players that have millions/billions of dollars available. Their
trading positions are the ones which truly move the markets due to the massive volume
• Central Banks
o Federal Reserve, Bank of England, Bank of Japan, etc.
o These are the “banks for the banks”
o Oversee worldwide money supply at the country level
• Economic Data and News Events
o Regularly scheduled economic data releases from governments and central banks.
Economic data releases are designed to provide insight on the current status and future
outlook of market conditions in order to provide a level of clarity and predictability. This
insight gives market participants at the corporate and government level the information
needed for strategic planning in order to keep their companies and economies
operating as strongly and smoothly as possible.

Actual > Forecast = Good for currency

o News events regarding current events which would impact market conditions. E.g.
breakout of war, natural disaster, overthrown governments, political election results,
etc.

Fundamental News Releases
• What they measure
o Market Sentiment
o Employment
o Inflation
• The news releases are used to keep track of performance of an economy. Economic
data is
tracked to determine when fiscal and monetary policy changes should be made to
stimulate
economic growth and development
• What is fiscal policy? Fiscal policy refers to the use of government spending and tax
policies to
influence economic conditions, especially macroeconomic conditions, including
aggregate
demand for goods and services, employment, inflation, and economic growth.
• What is monetary policy? Monetary policy is a set of tools that a nation's central
bank has
available to promote sustainable economic growth by controlling the overall supply
of money
that is available to the nation's banks, its consumers, and its businesses.
_______________________________________

Central Banks
• What is the main goal of a country’s central bank? To keep the nation’s
economy growing in the
“Goldilocks Zone”. If a country’s economic growth begins expanding too
quickly, various
components of the economy can get out of sync with each other and
cause prices in the open
market or currency value to begin to spin out of control. If a country’s
economy is growing too
slowly, there is an overall lack of economic opportunity for its citizens
and leads to stagnation.

• Key roles of the Central Bank
o Conduct Monetary Policy
o Promote stability of the financial system
o Full employment in the labor market
o Fiscal policy vs. Monetary policy
o Act as the “bank to the banks”
• Tools of the Central Bank
o Interest Rates

o Quantitative Easing is the practice of generating new currency into existence
in order to stimulate cash flow and provide liquidity into a high-risk market
place. This heightened level of liquidity and cash flow served to stimulate the
economy by creating available moneys for lending and other business
operations
• Why are interest rates the #1 tool of the Central Bank for influencing the
direction of an economy?

o Since the Central Bank acts as the “bank to the banks”, all lending
institutions in a country are directly impacted by fluctuations in interest rates
at the level of the Central Bank. When the Central Bank changes the interest
rates they are charging, the lending institutions will subsequently change the
interest rates they charge directly to
consumers like you and me.

o When the central bank’s interest rates go up, generally all interest rates in
that country will go up. When the Central Bank’s interest rates go down,
generally all interest rates
in that country will go down.
o Again, why does this matter and what makes this the #1 tool of the Central
Bank for influencing economic direction?

o If a country’s economy is heating up too quickly and in danger of spinning
out of control, the Central Bank raises interest rates to slow the flow of
money in the economy. If Central Bank’s rates go up and all other lenders’
rates go up, companies/governments/individuals are less willing to take out
loans because they will
be paying more in interest until the debt is paid in full. This lower general
willingness to take out new debt causes a large-scale dampening in the
amount of money freely
flowing in the economy. Less money flowing = economic slowdown.
o The opposite is also true. If an economy is moving too slowly and needs to
be stimulated to generate new economic opportunity, the Central Bank will
lower interest rates to lower the cost of taking on new debts. If it is less
expensive to take on new loans, governments/companies/individuals will be
more willing to take on new debt which causes a higher level of cash flow in
an economy. More money flowing = economic stimulus.

Inflation
Inflation
• The decline in purchasing power of a given currency over time
• The rate at which the value of a currency is falling. When the value of a
currency falls, it causes the price for goods and services to rise.
• The money is no longer as valuable, so you have to use more of the
currency to purchase the same amount of goods and services.
• A popular example of inflation in the United States is hearing your
parents or grandparents reminisce about how they “used to be able to
buy a hamburger for a quarter”. The price of that same hamburger is now
much higher because of inflation. The value of the dollar is dramatically
lesser than the value of a dollar when your parents or grandparents were
younger. This decline
in the purchasing power of one dollar is a n example of inflation (currency
devaluation) over
time.

Inflation
• What are the main causes of inflation? Cost-Push Inflation and DemandPull inflation
o Cost-Push: Cost-push inflation occurs when overall prices increase
(inflation) due to
increases in the cost of wages and raw materials. Higher costs of production
can
decrease the aggregate supply (the amount of total production) in the
economy. Since
the demand for goods hasn't changed, the price increases from production are
passed
onto consumers creating cost-push inflation.

•

Inflation
Demand-Pull: Demand-pull inflation is the upward pressure on prices that follows a
shortage
in supply, a condition that economists describe as "too many dollars chasing
too few goods."
The term demand-pull inflation usually describes a widespread phenomenon.
That is, when consumer demand outpaces the available supply of many types
of consumer goods, demand-pull inflation sets in, forcing an overall increase in
the cost of living. A high level of competition for available goods and services
causes people to be willing to pay more money. Very similar to what takes
place in an auction.
There are five causes for demand-pull inflation:

There are five causes for demand-pull inflation:
• A growing economy: When consumers feel confident, they spend more
and take on more debt. This leads to a steady increase in demand,
which means higher prices.
• Increasing export demand: A sudden rise in exports forces an
undervaluation of the currencies involved.
• Government spending: When the government spends more freely, prices go up.
• Inflation expectations: Companies may increase their prices in expectation of inflation in
the near future.
• More money in the system: An expansion of the money supply with too few goods to buy
makes prices increase.

Deflation
Deflation
• Deflation is a general decline in prices for goods and services typically
associated with a contraction in the supply of money and credit in the
economy. During deflation, the purchasing power of currency rises over time.
• Generally associated with a contraction in money supply and credit
availability
• Since there is a lesser amount of available money supply, that makes the
money itself more valuable
____________________________________________________
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Inflation
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Cost Pull
Vs.
demand pull
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Geopolitic

Geopolitics
• The economies of all countries across the globe are intensely interconnected. We
live under a truly global marketplace and international supply chain to provide
many of our goods and services used daily.
• As such, international relations play an integral part in the operations of those
supply chains. When countries are able to play well together, it becomes easier to
reach mutually beneficial trade agreements which foster new economic
opportunities. The opposite is also true. When countries have differing views on
international trade or political leanings, it can be more difficult to develop
economic ties.
• Political landscapes are often changing within countries. As new elections take
place, new leaders emerge at the forefront, social ideals take hold within a nation,
armed conflicts take place, it can have an impact on the country’s path forward
internally as well as with its geographical and political neighbors
• Fluctuations in this political landscape will lead back into our hierarchies and risk
profiles.

• Example:
o War breaks out between two neighboring countries in the Middle East,
threatening to spill over into a regional conflict which entangles multiple oil
producing countries. The prospect of war could be disastrous for the global oil
market, as the majority of the
world’s oil is produced in this region. The prospect of a regional war would
immediately present a Risk Off profile (especially for the oil market).
“What currency trading opportunities would we look for in this example?” Since
this is a Risk Off scenario, we would expect JPY, CHF, and USD to strengthen.
We would expect AUD and NZD to weaken.
“What would happen to the price of crude oil?” It would most likely skyrocket.
Due to the Law of Supply and Demand, a regional war in the Middle East would
cause oil supply to be cut off and dramatically reduced. When available supply
goes down price goes up.

Geopolitic
“That’s great, but we aren’t interested in oil prices. We’re interested in
currency. How do the two relate?” Oil, like most commodities on the open
market, is priced in United States Dollars. If the cost of oil has skyrocketed,
then traders across the globe are going to have to use a lot more USD to
purchase the same amount of oil. This means that there will be a MUCH higher
demand for USD simply due to the higher price of oil. Due to the Law of Supply
and Demand, we can expect the USD to gain more strength than any other
currency in this scenario. Higher demand for the USD means USD becomes
more valuable in the open market.
“We said Australian Dollar and New Zealand Dollar would get weaker. Why
didn’t we also say Canadian Dollar? It’s a commodity currency.” Great question
and we have to remember which commodity is tied to the Canadian Dollar.
Since Canada’s economy is heavily related to oil production, any changes to the
oil market will have a heavy impact on the Canadian economy and currency. If
oil supply from the Middle East is greatly reduced, that will force the world to
start looking to other oil-producing nations to make up for the supply
imbalance.
As an oil-producing nation, Canada will likely be called upon to increase their
exports to help meet world oil demands. This increase in economic activity in
the Canadian oil market means that more money will have to begin flowing to
make sure the oil wells are flowing, there are enough oil workers to meet the
increase in demand, and there is enough infrastructure at the well sites to
support the increase in activity. As discussed with the Central Bank and
interest rates, when there is an increase in economic activity within a country
the currency of that country typically gets stronger.

Therefore, although the Canadian Dollar typically gets weaker in a Risk Off
market profile, this is a great exercise to show how we must look at the entire
picture of what is happening in each scenario. There are no hard rules when we
look at macroeconomics. While there are things which we can typically expect to
happen in a given market profile, we have to understand that the markets are very
intricate and will produce different results based on what is actually unfolding.
__________________________________________________________

Hierarchie
Hierarchies
• At any given time, there are dozens of economic conditions and news items
which are impacting the markets of the world
• As these conditions and news items develop over time, they rise and fall in the
amount of overall impact they have on the markets
• Keeping track of these developments over time will assist in market analysis. By
having a general understanding of the big-ticket items which are impacting the
markets, we are able to develop scenarios around how they may possibly unfold
and what type of impacts the new developments may have in our trading

• This process of scenario building forces us to take a hard look at the current
market conditions and news items, explore all of the foreseeable possible
outcomes, then work through our knowledge of risk profiles and tendencies of
each currency to identify possible trading opportunities.

Example: the climate in the Southern Hemisphere is forecasted to be extremely dry
over the next six months time and the possibility of crop failures is very high.
o Possible outcome: weather forecasts prove to be true and there are huge farming
losses in the southern half of the world. Not only is this bad economically for the
agriculture industry, but it also causes high level of food insecurity for the residents
of these nations. This outcome would be extremely bad for countries whose
economies are largely based on agricultural production (like the New Zealand
Dollar). Look for extreme weakness in the NZD. Since this would be a Risk Off
scenario affecting multiple countries, we would likely see some corresponding
strength in our safe haven currencies (USD, JPY, CHF). The NZD would likely be a
good pairing against any of our safe haven currencies.

o Possible outcome: forecasts prove to be incorrect and there is no threat of crop
loss or extensive drought in the Southern Hemisphere. This is great news for all
countries in this part of the world and shows they will be on much better footing
economically than previously expected. Countries with economies largely based
on agricultural production will be greatly benefitted by this change in expectation,
bringing strength into their currencies on the whole. This would be a Risk On
scenario and would be able to look for strength coming into the NZD. We would
likely see some corresponding strength in our safe haven currencies (USD, JPY,
CHF). The NZD would still likely be a good pairing against any of our safe haven
currencies, but moving in the opposite direction from our previously discussed
outcome.

__________________________________________________________
How do we put all of this together to make a trading decision?
1.) What are the dominant factors currently driving market behavior?
(Heirarchy)
o Determine overall market sentiment. Have there been any new
developments with the dominant factors? Are in a Risk On or Risk Off profile?
2.) If in a Risk On profile, which currencies do we expect to be strong? Which
currencies do we expect to be weak?
o If we are in Risk Off, which currencies do we expect to be strong and which
weak?
o Risk On strong currencies: Australian Dollar, Canadian Dollar, New Zealand
Dollar. Weak currencies: United States Dollar, Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc.
o Risk Off strong currencies: United States Dollar, Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc.
Weak currencies: Australian Dollar, Canadian Dollar, New Zealand Dollar.
3.) Look for currency pairs which put a strong currency against a weak
currency.
o Once we find a chart/several charts which are providing a clear direction in
agreement with what we expect based off of our risk profile
Move to fundamental analysis and technical rules for trade entry.

THE FOUR CAPITAL MARKETS

• Bonds
o These are loans made to governments, corporations, large private
organizations o This debt is what creates money into existence
o Bond market is the largest of the four markets
• Commodities
o Physical goods which can be purchased/traded
o Oil, gold, silver, wheat, cotton, sugar cane, corn, etc.
o This is the only market where a physical good comes into play. All other
markets are exchanging non-tangible goods like ownership in a company
(equities market), debt (bond market), futures contract, stake in a derivatives
market, etc. Raw commodities and the products created from those
commodities are the only items which are
• Currency
o Money

o Depending
on market conditions,
strength
andcurrency
weakness of a currency
Actual
> Forecast
= Good
for
will vary.

• Equities
o Stocks
o Ownership stake in a
company

• Risk off: If there is high level of perceived

RISK ON / RISK OFF

risk, investors will move capital out of higher
risk investments and into lower risk “safe
haven”
assets to protect the capital from potential
losses Why is it important to understand risk

Risk Appetite and Risk Profiles
• Risk appetite is tied to investor sentiment of
perceived risk in a market. Based on market
conditions, investors will be willing to take
greater or less risky trading positions
• Investors will move capital out of one asset
class to another based off the perceived
financial
risks present in an economy or individual
market
• Risk on: If there is a low level of perceived
risk in the marketplace, investors will take
money out
of low-risk investments and move it into
higher-risk investments which have a higher
potential yield

profiles and risk appetite?
• Consumer behavior and behavior of
traders/investors ultimately is driven by their
emotions
• People will take action based on their
positive and negative outlooks regarding
market
conditions. Our job is to be able to look at
market conditions and notable news items to
determine how they should impact peoples’
emotions and their outlook for the economic
future. We then can develop our own trading
positions based in part of our expectations
for changes in market sentiment. Risk On
market profile
• Investors move out of low-risk investments
into higher risk with higher potential yields
• Risk on assets
o Equities
o Production commodities (steel, oil,
agricultural products, copper, etc.). Any
commodity
which is tied to global infrastructure
development

Commodity Currencies
o Commodity currencies (CAD, AUD, NZD). These are the
major currencies for countries whose economies are largely
based on commodity production. Since the economies are
heavily reliant on production of goods used in
CAD- oil production
AUD- raw minerals (iron ore, gold, rare earth metals)
NZD- agricultural products

Risk Off market profile
• Investors move out of high-risk investments into lower risk “safe haven”
investments

which

typically

retain

value

during

a

weak

economic

environment.
• Safe haven investments
o Government treasury bonds: People move into bonds because they know
the government will continue to pay out dividends on the bonds regardless of
market conditions. Government bonds are an extremely safe investment
because they will continue to be paid out until the government is overthrown
or there is a complete economic collapse which would prevent the
government from being able to continue making payments on the debt
o Precious metals (gold, silver, platinum): Precious metals have been used
as a form of currency in one way or another for thousands of years If a
currency completely ceases to hold value, precious metals would remain as a
tangible asset which could be used to facilitate trade. As this is the case,
people will move money into precious metals during economic downturns as
they will hold value regardless of economic conditions

Safe haven currencies
• CHF- The Swiss franc is another currency that is considered as a safe haven
currency. Political stability, sound fiscal and monetary policy, and a steady
economy make the CHF a safe haven currency to which international investors
return in times of crisis. Despite the many crises that have occurred in the past
in the global financial markets, Switzerland has always managed to hold firm
without too much trouble.
• JPY- behaves in the same way as CHF due to political stability, fiscal and
monetary policies of the Japanese government and central bank.
• USD- The United States has the largest economy in the world and is the hub
for all international commerce. Therefore, in a poor world economy traders will
look for safety in the largest most well-established economy. Foreign investors
may also be looking to buy U.S. Treasuries as a safe haven, (and in order to buy
those, you need USD).

Safe Haven Currencies

Why are some currencies considered to be
“safe havens”?
• The country or region should own a large
amount of foreign currency assets, meaning
they may sell those foreign assets and bring
money back home when volatility picks up
and risk markets are weak.
• Forex traders, knowing that certain
currencies have strengthened in the past
during times of “risk off”, may buy those
currencies in anticipation they would react in
the same way as they have done historically.
This is a great example of “risk appetite” and
“market sentiment”.
Traders/investors behave in a specific way
based on their previous experiences and the
emotions created by the market conditions

Bonds
• Bonds are nothing more than loans
• Debt is created to generate money into
existence,

as

well

as

provide

capital

to

governments, business, private enterprise
• Three types of bonds:
o Maturity less than a year
o Maturity one to ten years
o Maturity ten to thirty years
• Three components of a bond:
o Par value- face value of the bond
o Coupon rate- rate of return on the bond
(interest rate)
o Maturity- length of time before the bond has
been repaid
• Primary bond markets we look at to analyze
the market:
o US Treasury Bonds
o US Municipal Bonds
•

Until recently, US Treasury Bonds were the standard for the bond market. When the
2008 Economic Crisis took place, the Federal Reserve instituted “Quantitative
Easing” policies which created some distortion in the US Treasury Bond Market.
How do we use bond market analysis to determine investor appetite and risk
sentiment?
Yield analysis
What is bond yield and how does it represent investor appetite and risk sentiment?
Bond yield is a comparison between the par value of the bond and the coupon rate

• Two comparable rental properties which both can be rented for $500/month.
However, the
value of the properties are different- one property is worth $50k, the other
$75k,
o Since the two properties have two different par values ($50k and $75k), they
have two
different yields on investment.
o $500/month rent and $75k value = 8% annual yield
o $500/month rent and $50k value = 12% annual yield
• For a bond, when the resale value on the secondary market goes up or down
through changes in supply and demand, the yield on the bond will also increase
or decrease
• As demand for bonds increases on the secondary market, the supply will
decrease which allows the bonds to be sold at a premium. This increase in the
resale value of the bond causes the yield to decrease (Par value increases but
coupon rate does not change.
• The opposite is also true- if demand drops in the bond market, the resale value
of a bond will also decrease since there is a glut in supply. This decrease in
resale value creates a higher yield since there is no change to the coupon rate.
How does this translate to market sentiment?
• Bonds are a safe haven and “risk off” investment

• When there is a high level of perceived risk in the market, people move into bonds
because they know the government will continue to pay out dividends on
the bonds regardless of market conditions.
• This higher level of demand for bonds causes yield rates to drop
• Therefore, if we are tracking the bond markets and see that yield rates are dropping, we
know that investors believe the overall market is moving into a period of higher risk and are
looking for more conservative investments which will protect their capital

Bonds Summary
• When markets are Risk Off, money will flow out of
high-risk investments into bonds as a safe
haven, causing yields to fall as the underlying price of bonds rise
• When markets are Risk On, money will flow out of bonds and into higher risk
investments, causing yields to rise as the underlying price of bonds drops
• The rise and fall of bond yields are indicative of investor appetite for risk. If bond yields
are dropping, we know that investors are getting nervous in the marketplace and are
looking for safe places to put their money. If bond yields are rising, investors are feeling
confident about the state of the markets and are moving their money
into investments which are riskier but provide opportunity for higher returns

Commodities

Commodities

• This is the only of the four markets where physical goods are bought and sold
• Futures contracts are contracts between two parties which specify on a certain date in the
future, the producer or holder of the contract agrees to deliver a specified quantity of the
goods at a specified time for an agreed price
o This brings stability and more certainty to commodities markets, which can be affected
by growing conditions, weather, etc.
• Commodities include agricultural products, metals (base, precious, industrial), energy
materials (petroleum products, natural gas), stock indices, etc.
• Commodity markets do not determine the prices of futures contracts. Those prices are
determined solely by supply and demand When considering commodities, we have to look
at these principal relationships:
• Relationship to the US Dollar
o Nearly all commodities are priced in US Dollars, as it is the currency of first reserve
throughout the world
o Therefore, with rises and falls in overall strength of the US dollar, it will have a
proportional impact on the currency value of the commodities priced in terms of the US
Dollar
• The global economic outlook and its relationship to inflation
o As the global economy strengthens and interest rates begin to rise, it is an indication of
increasing global demand and better performance of commodities markets
o Rising commodity prices will eventually lead to inflation. As the costs of raw commodity
materials rise, the cost will ripple into the various consumer goods markets. Higher
prices on input goods and materials will turn into higher prices for finished goods which

are ready for purchase on the open market. What does this mean? When commodity
prices increase
o Rising inflation levels will turn into higher interest rates in the bond market to help
control inflation
o Changes in rates/yields in the bond market will cause money flow between the capital
markets and asset classes with different risk tolerances
• Risk appetite and sentiment
o Most commodities are a risk on investment and will be pursued in times when market
players are willing to take on more risk with their capital
o Commodity performance is also indicative of money flow in this respect. As risk
appetite ebbs and flows, we will be able to see money flowing out of safe haven
investments and into higher-risk investments like commodities.
Principle Sectors of Commodities
• Agricultural, metals, and energy
• Agricultural commodities are also known as “soft” commodities
o Corn, soybeans, sugar, coffee, wheat, etc.
o As world population continues to rise and acreage available for cultivation falls, longterm price outlook on soft commodities appears to be on the continual rise
• The main metals we pay attention to are gold, silver, and copper
o Gold is the ultimate safe haven asset
o Silver is also considered a safe haven investment, but is typically classified as an
industrial metal
o Copper is indicative of global consumption and is considered a bellwether for the global
economy, as it is used in so many different electrical and production components
throughout all industries. This wide utility throughout the global markets give it a close
relationship to equities
• Energy Sector is dominated by oil and all the various by products which are derived from it

What is a commodity dollar?
• This is a reference to the New Zealand Dollar, Australian Dollar, and Canadian Dollar
• They are known as commodity dollars because the economies and exports of those
countries are closely linked to the large reserves of natural resources found in these
places
• Production and export of these natural resources are a key driver of these
economies and has a direct correlation to the strength/weakness of their currencies

Gold and the US Dollar

• Gold and US Dollar are both considered to be “safe haven”/Risk Off assets
• Price of gold is also influenced by buying demand
• Gold and USD typically have an inverse relationship in terms of market movement.
When USD is moving down the chart, gold is typically moving up (and vice versa)
o Since gold is priced in USD, as USD weakens, the price of gold goes up
o As inflation erodes the value of the USD, it takes more USD to purchase the same
amount of gold as the deflated dollar previously did. Therefore, as the value of a
dollar goes down, the price of gold goes up
o Gold is also a hedge against inflation because of its (typically) inverse relationship
with the value of the dollar. So, an owner of gold is protected (or hedged) against a
falling dollar because, as inflation rises and erodes the value of the dollar, the cost of
every ounce of gold in dollars will rise as a result.

• Inverse relationship of gold/USD can break down at times due to worldwide economic
conditions
o In 2008, world economy hit the skids and money flow moved from risk on to risk of
investments
o Money flowed out of various risk on instruments and into safe havens like USD and gold
o As demand rose/supply dropped of USD and gold, market prices for both began moving
up the charts in tandem
o This is a good example of how prices for USD and gold can buck tradition and move in
the same direction under the right market conditions. While there are things which we
can typically expect to happen in a given market profile, we have to understand that the
markets are very intricate and will produce different results based on what is actually
unfolding.
Copper has always been considered leading indicator of economic growth,
• Since it is widely used in a production capacity as an industrial metal, rising prices signal
increasing demand. Increasing demand suggests economic growth and rising inflation.
• Copper now has tandem relationship with S&P 500. As price of copper rises, equity
markets also typically rise.
• As copper prices rise, risk on assets should also be rising

Equities

Equities
An equity index is a representation of a group of stocks and how they have
performed over time.
Examples: Dow Jones Industrial Average (US30), Nasdaq, S&P 500, Hang
Seng, FTSE 100,
Each of these indices are made up of specific companies which are
grouped together and averaged in order to give an overall picture of their
performance.
Instead of looking at each individual company, this gives us a broader
picture of how they are performing as a whole

_

Equities
Equities
Equities reveal where we are in the broader economic cycle
Since the majority of companies perform better during periods of economic
expansion, we typically see their stock values growing during those same
periods of economic expansion. Therefore, we consider equities to be Risk On
assets.
As equities are rising, investors will move out of safe haven instruments and
into higher risk/higher return equity investments
VIX is one of the key indicators we look at to determine market sentiment in
the equities market
This is the S&P 500 Volatility index, which tracks put options being placed on
the S&P 500 index
For the US market, SP500 gives the broadest view of the economy as a whole
because it is most inclusive of companies spanning all market sectors.
Since different market sectors perform differently in different stages of the
economic cycle, this market gives us the big picture on how the US economy is
performing overall
For other indices, they will give a better representation for different parts of
the economic cycle
For example, equities that are sensitive to interest rates are likely to perform
well. This will be seen in the Nasdaq 100 since it is largely made up of
technology firms

FX- Currency
Currency

• Similar to a stock value representing the value of an individual company, a
country’s currency can often be viewed as a representation of the direction for
a country’s economy
• When a country exhibits signs that their economy will be expanding and
getting stronger over time, that country’s currency will also typically begin
strengthening. The opposite is also true; when economic data indicates a
country’s economy is weak or will continue getting weaker, the currency will
also become weaker.
• Another truth about currency strength is that it is directly tied to the principles
of supply and demand

FX- Currency

Currency

o What is the Law of Supply and Demand? It describes how, all else being equal,
the price of a good tends to increase when the supply of that good decreases
(making it rarer) or when the demand for those goods increases (making the
good more sought-after). Conversely, it describes how goods will decline in
price when they become more widely available (less rare) or less popular
among consumers. This fundamental concept plays a vital role throughout
modern economics.
o How does the Law of Supply and Demand impact the currency market? Supply
and demand are also economic forces which apply to individual currencies.
Why does this make sense? We must remember when the economic activity
within a country is expanding, it means that there are new companies and jobs
being created, new products being manufactured, and new services being
provided. All this new economic activity must be paid for but won’t be paid for
with currencies of other countries.
o For example, if the United States has an economic boom and millions of new
jobs are created in newly emerging industries, the companies in those
industries will not accept Japanese Yen for payment. Although we are talking
about economic activity within one country, we must remember that we live in a
time where all markets are truly connected on a global scale.

o When one country experiences a period of economic boom, it has a ripple effect
on all of its trading partners. All other countries which have extensive trading
relationships will have to exchange their currencies to take advantage of the new
goods and services being produced by the host nation. Following up on the
previous example, all trading partners will have to exchange their currencies for
the US Dollar in order to purchase the new goods and services being produced.
This buying of the US Dollar translates into a lower available supply of the US
Dollar on the foreign exchange market. In other words- demand for the US Dollar
has increased, supply of the US Dollar has decreased, and the overall value of the
dollar has increased due to the Law of Supply and Demand.
• Our goal with trading currency is to pair a weak currency against a strong
currency
• When we can successfully identify weakness against strength, we will be able to
find charts that are trending up or down.
• When we pair currencies which are strong against currencies that are strong (or
weak against weak), this typically looks like sideways movement in the chart with
no clear direction up or down
• As traders, we must be able to find clear movement in the chart
_____________________________________________________

"The purpose of trading is not being right, the purpose is
to make money, and I think that's my number one rule.
Don't get hung up on your current positions."

Thank you!

